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Abstract
A design methodology is presented for dynamical observers of hybrid systems with linear
continuous-time dynamics that reconstruct the complete state (discrete location and continuous
state) from the knowledge of the inputs and outputs of a hybrid plant. Given a current-location
observable living hybrid system with minimum dwell-time, we prove that exponential ultimate
boundedness for an hybrid observer can always be achieved. We also prove that the observer
correctly identifies (apart from an initial finite number of transitions) the sequence of hybrid
system locations even when the complementary outputs are generated with some delay with
respect to the corresponding transitions in the plant.We then present the application of the
theory to the problem of on–line identification of the actual engaged gear for a car, an important
contribution. The relevance of this problem is related to engine control strategies achieving
high performance and efficient emissions control which depend critically on the knowledge of
the engaged gear. The performance of the observer was tested with (real and not simulated)
experimental data obtained in Magneti Marelli Powertrain using an Opel Astra equipped with
a Diesel engine and a robotized gearbox SeleSpeed.
1
1 Introduction
Hybrid systems are powerful abstractions for modeling complex systems. Their theoretical prop-
erties have been the subject of intense research. In addition, they have been used in a number of
applications to provide models better reflecting the nature of control problems such as the ones
related to embedded system design where discrete controls are routinely applied to continuous
processes. Because of their generality, deriving rigorous controller synthesis procedures is often
difficult. In many cases, we must resort either to heuristics or to approximations. Even when the
structure of the hybrid problem is such that a controller can be synthesized, strong assumptions
have to be used. For example, the use of hybrid formalisms to solve control problems in automotive
applications (see [7, 6, 4, 5]) has been proposed and control laws derived. These hybrid control
algorithms are based on full state feedback. However, in most cases, only partial information about
the state of the hybrid plant is available. Hence, a method for full state estimation is very important
to make the hybrid control algorithms really applicable.
1.1 Related work
The state estimation problem had been the subject of intensive study for many years by both the
computer science community in the discrete domain (see [25, 9, 23]), and the control community in
the continuous domain (see the pioneering work of Kalman [15], Ackerson [1] and Luenberger [17]),
but only scantly investigated in the hybrid system domain (e.g., see [26, 21, 19, 22, 30, 14]).
More relevant to the problem we address is the literature on observer design. A complete theory
and a design methodology for observers for mixed logical dynamical systems (MLD) was presented
in [8] (see also [11]). This approach is applicable to any hybrid system that can be approximated
by an MLD system and, consequently, it is a general powerful approach. However, even if a hybrid
system could be well approximated by an MLD system, when “the observability horizon becomes
large, solving the optimization problem can become computationally intractable” ([8]). In [12],
algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for the distinguishability of a linear switching system
are offered. The authors propose a numerically efficient procedure for reconstruction of the state of
the system as well as of switching signals and characterize the ”bad” inputs to be avoided for which
the continuous dynamics are indistinguishable. In [24], switched linear systems without reset and
disturbances are considered. The author gives a condition for the existence of an observer based
on the existence of a Lyapunov function that is common to the components of the system. In
[27], observability for the same class of systems is first geometrically characterized. An observer is
synthesized that generates the state estimate that converges to the actual state under persistent
switching.
1.2 Contributions of this paper
We present a design methodology for dynamical observers of hybrid systems with linear continuous-
time dynamics that reconstructs the complete state (discrete location and continuous state) from
the knowledge of the inputs and outputs of a hybrid plant. The hybrid systems considered here
have reset states and disturbances and hence, are more general than the ones addressed in [24, 27].
The proposed hybrid observer consists of two parts: a location observer that identifies the current
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location of the hybrid plant, and a continuous observer that produces an estimate of the evolution
of the continuous state of the hybrid plant.
We first introduce the notion of current–location observable hybrid systems, for which the
sequence of location switching can be identified by the location observer from the observation of
the discrete plant output, without the need of additional information from the evolution of the
continuous part of the plant. For this class of hybrid plants, the continuous observer can be
designed by exploiting the results on stability of switching systems given in [20] and [13]. The
proposed hybrid observer achieves correct identification of the location sequence and exponential
convergence to zero of continuous observation error, or exponential ultimate boundedness in the
case of noise.
We then extend the previous result to the case of not current–location observable hybrid systems.
This can be achieved by using some additional information obtained from the processing of the
continuous plant inputs and outputs for the identification of the sequence of location switchings. To
do so, a set of additional discrete signals, called signatures, which are obtained from the continuous
evolution of the system, is used in the location observer. We introduce the notion of hybrid systems
that are current–location observable via signatures and propose a hybrid observer that achieves
correct identification of the location sequence and exponential ultimate boundedness of continuous
observation error.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• The proposed design methodology allows addressing observer synthesis for hybrid systems
with partial discrete information on the current location, spanning the gap between the case
of complete knowledge of current location (i.e. the hybrid plant produces as discrete output
its current location), treated for instance in [3], and the case of absence of any discrete output
information (i.e. the hybrid plant produces no discrete output), considered in [8, 11]. This is
an important result for applications where, typically, the discrete actions of the controller are
known while no information regarding autonomous switching in the plant is available. Even if
there is no discrete output (as in the industrial case we present in this paper), we do leverage
the knowledge of the plant structure, i.e., the knowledge of the automaton associated to the
hybrid system. Indeed, when we are in a particular location, we only take into consideration
the signatures of the locations that are reachable in one step from the present one.
• When the discrete output information is not sufficient to identify the hybrid system location,
i.e. the plant is not current–location observable, the processing of the continuous plant
input/output signals in the signature generators is independent from the continuous state
observation process. This is new with respect to previous approaches (see e.g. [14] and [21])
where the estimated values of continuous state of the plant are used to supply the missing
information for the identification of the plant location. Our approach allows for separate
tuning of the signature generators and the continuous observer. This aspect is quite appealing
since the signature observer has to provide discrete information with fast transients regardless
possible overshoots, while the continuous observer has to produce a smooth estimate of the
continuous state with low sensitivity to noise.
• The complexity of the problem is mitigated by decoupling as much as possible the identifi-
cation of the discrete location and the estimations of the continuous state. In particular, for
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current–location observable hybrid systems, the location sequence is identified independently
from the continuous plant input/output evolution. Indeed, the location observer is a discrete
event system and the continuous observer is a switching observer. In the general case, the
location observer depends on the continuous plant input/output evolution but it includes
only the minimum number of strictly necessary signature generators.
• Exponential stabilization of the dynamics of the continuous observation error is obtained by
extending the results of stabilization by Morse [20] and Hespanha and Morse [13] to the class
of switching systems with dwell-time and resets, subject to bounded disturbances.
• The proposed hybrid–observer design methodology was applied to an automotive control
problem. We considered the problem of on–line identification of the actual engaged gear for
a car. The relevance of this problem is related to engine control strategies achieving high
performance and efficient emissions control which depend critically on the knowledge of the
engaged gear. The performance of the observer was tested with (real and not simulated)
experimental data obtained in Magneti Marelli Powertrain using an Opel Astra equipped
with a Diesel engine and a robotized gearbox SeleSpeed. The specification given by Magneti
Marelli Powertrain Division (a tier 1 automotive supplier) was to achieve correct identification
on a set of maneuvers within a delay of 250 msec, using an implementation of the algorithm
in discrete–time with a sampling period of 12 msec. The measurements were affected by
delays, but the algorithm proved to be robust with respect to this non ideal situation. For
the validation of the identification algorithm, the estimated engaged gear was compared to
the signal on actual engaged gear provided by the control unit of the robotized gearbox.
2 Problem formulation
A hybrid system H is a collection
H = (Q,Σ,Γ, X, U,W, Y, Init, f, h, r, δ, ζ, φ) , (1)
where
• Q, Σ and Γ are the finite sets of discrete state, input and output variables, respectively;
• X ⊆ IRn, U ⊆ IRp, W ⊆ IRn, and Y ⊆ IRp are the domains of continuous state, input, state
disturbance and output variables, respectively;
• Init ⊆ Q×X is the set of admissible initial states;
• f : Q×X ×U ×W → TX and h : Q×X → Y are the vector fields defining the dynamics of
the continuous state and output variables;
• r : Q×Q×X → X describes the continuous state resets.
• δ : Q × Σ → 2Q and ζ : Q × Σ × Q → Γ⋃{} are, respectively, the set-valued functions
defining the dynamics of the discrete state and output variables with  being the null event ;
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• φ : Q × X → 2Σ
⋃
{} is the set–valued function specifying the admissible events at each
location q ∈ Q, for given values of the continuous state x(t) ∈ X.
The finite set Σ of discrete inputs is composed by both internal events, auto-generated by
the hybrid system on the basis of the values of the continuous state x(t), and exogenous
input events, whose enabling condition may or may not depend on x(t). The null event  is
introduced to model different possible transition conditions. For example, if φ(q, x) = {},
then no input event is enabled for the given value of x while if φ(q, x) = {σ, }, then the
input event σ is enabled. Moreover, if φ(q, x) = {σ}, then the input event σ is forced to occur
and this can be used to model internal events forced to occur and auto-generated when the
continuous state hits the boundary of the invariant associated to the discrete state.
In this paper, we consider living hybrid systems defined as those which admit only executions
that are non–Zeno and have an infinite number of transitions (see [29]). For example, viable hybrid
systems with 0-lag nonblocking control strategies and initial set Init equal to the viability kernel,
are living hybrid systems (see [10]). Moreover, nonblocking hybrid systems with minimum and
maximum dwell-time (see [26]) are also living hybrid systems.
For this class of hybrid systems a hybrid time basis τ = {Ik}∞k=0 is an infinite sequence of
intervals, such that for all k ≥ 0, Ik = [tk, t′k] with tk ≤ t′k = tk+1.
Times tk denotes the times at which discrete transitions take place. If tk = t
′
k = tk+1, a multiple
transition takes place at the same time.
In the sequel we will consider hybrid systems with no multiple transitions, i.e. hybrid systems
for which all the time bases are such that tk < t
′
k = tk+1 for all k > 0.
An execution of a living hybrid system with no multiple transitions will involve continuous
evolution as well as instantaneous transitions (discrete evolution). In particular:
• (q(t0), x(t0)) ∈ Init;
• (continuous evolution) for all k, when tk ≤ t < tk+1,
q(t) = q(tk) = q(k) (2)
x˙(t) = f(q(k), x(t), u(t), w(t)) (3)
γ(t) =  (4)
y(t) = h (q(k), x(t)) (5)
and  ∈ φ(q(k), x(t));
• (discrete evolution) for all k, when t = tk+1,
q(k + 1) ∈ δ (q(k), σ(k + 1)) (6)
x(tk+1) = r
(
q(k), q(k + 1), x(t−k+1)
)
(7)
γ(k + 1) ∈ ζ (q(k), σ(k + 1), q(k + 1)) (8)
y(tk+1) = h (q(k + 1), x(tk+1)) (9)
and σ(k + 1) ∈ φ (q(k), x(t−k+1)), σ(k + 1) 6= 
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Figure 1: An observer for a hybrid system.
The output null event  corresponds to an unobservable output. When a discrete output γ 6= 
is produced the corresponding transition is said to be observable.
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing a hybrid observer for living hybrid systems
with no multiple transitions, see Figure 1.
Definition 1 A hybrid observer O of a given hybrid system H is a hybrid system that
• receives, as discrete input, the discrete output γ(k) of H and, as continuous inputs, the
continuous input u(t) and output y(t) of H;
• provides as outputs estimates q˜(k) ⊆ 2Q and x˜(t) ∈ IRn of the current location q(k) and
continuous state x(t) of the hybrid system H, respectively.
We investigate the design of observers satisfying the following stability property:
Definition 2 Given a living hybrid systems with no multiple transitions H as in (2–9), a hybrid
observer O is said to be exponentially ultimately bounded if there exists a positive integer K and
constants c ≥ 1, µ > 0 and b ≥ 0 for which
q˜(k) = q(k) ∀k ≥ K, (10)
‖x˜(t)− x(t)‖ ≤ c‖x˜(tK)− x(tK)‖ e−µt + b ∀t > tK . (11)
for every initial hybrid state (q(t0), x(t0)) ∈ Init and every possible execution of H. In (11), µ is the
rate of convergence and b is the ultimate bound. If b = 0, the observer is said to be exponentially
convergent.
In the sequel, we will assume that:
1. The functions f and h defining the dynamics of the continuous variables of the hybrid systems
are linear and time-invariant:
f(q(k), x(t), u(t), w(t)) = Ak x(t) +Bk u(t) + w(t) (12)
h(q(k), x(t)) = Ck x(t) (13)
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where w(t) ∈ Ω is a bounded unknown disturbance such that
‖w(t)‖∞ = max
i=1,...,n
sup
t≥0
|wi(t)| ≤W, (14)
and the matrices Ak ∈ IRn×n, Bk ∈ IRn×m, Ck ∈ IRp×n depend on the current system location
q(k).
2. The function r describing the continuous state resets associated to the hybrid system transi-
tions is affine:
r(qi, qj , x(t
−
k+1)) = R
1
ij x(t
−
k+1) +R
0
ij (15)
where tk+1 denotes the transition time from location q(k) = qi to location q(k + 1) = qj and
R1ij ∈ IRn×n, R0ij ∈ IRn.
3 Observers for current-location observable hybrid systems
In this section we define a subclass of hybrid systems for which the design of exponentially ultimately
bounded observers is made easy by the fact that the current location of the hybrid system can be
identified independently from the system continuous evolution. This class of hybrid systems will
be referred to as the class of current–location observable hybrid systems and a methodology for
exponentially ultimately bounded observers design will be provided at the end of the section.
The proposed observer is a hybrid system itself. The methodology for the design of the observer
is composed by two parts:
• The location observer design, which gives a DES that identifies, after a finite number of steps,
the current location of the hybrid system using the discrete output information only;
• The continuous observer design, which associates to each location of the DES a continuous
dynamics and to each transition a reset map, in such a way that the continuous evolution of
the resulting hybrid system converges exponentially to that of the hybrid system.
3.1 Current–location observable hybrid systems
In this section, we define the class of current–location observable hybrid systems.
First, let us associate to a given hybrid system H as in (1) the nondeterministic DES
DH = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, ϕ, ζ)
with ϕ defined as
ϕ (q) =
⋃
x∈X
φ (q, x) .
The DES DH abstracts the dependence of the discrete dynamics of the hybrid system H from its
continuous evolution.
Since the hybrid system H is a living hybrid system, then the DES DH is alive, that is a state
at which no event is possible is never reached, formally ∀q ∈ Q, ϕ (q) 6= ∅.
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A state observer DO of the DES DH is a deterministic DES whose states are subsets of 2Q.
At each time, the observer produces the subset of states the are feasible with the output sequence
of H up to the current time. The observer is initialized in state Q. In order to construct such
observer, let us define the set Qγ of states q of DH such that there exists at least one transition to
q generating an observable output:
Qγ = {q ∈ Q|∃p ∈ Q, σ ∈ ϕ(p), such that q ∈ δ (p, σ) and ζ (p, σ, q) 6= }
By definition, when the DES DH produces an observable output γ 6= , that is the observer receives
an input γ, the state q of the system must belong to the set Qγ . Hence, apart from the initial state,
the state space Q˜ of the observer is a subset of 2Qγ .
Then, a straightforward design of an observer producing identification of the current state of DH
after each observable output γ can be obtained by computing the subset q˜ ∈ 2Qγ of possible states
that the DES DH could have entered when the last output γ was observed, taking into account the
possible occurrence of one or more transitions giving  as output prior to γ. This can be done in
two steps:
1. Construct a DES D′H having as inputs and outputs the observable outputs of DH and gener-
ating the same output language as DH.
2. Construct the state observer DO for the DES DH′ following the algorithm for the computation
of the current-state observation tree, as described in ([]).
Let us now define a state of DH to be
• a persistent state if it may be visited after an arbitrarily long sequence of input events;
• an always–observable state if it can be identified every time the state is visited, except for a
finite number of times in the beginning.
The set P of all persistent states contains both states that are on a cycle and states that are
in between cycles. In fact, altough the latter could be visited once, this visit may occur after an
arbitrary long sequence of transitions.
An always–observable state has to be a singleton state in the observer and it should not be an
element of any other persistent state of the observer which is not a singleton.
Let us now introduce the following definition:
Definition 3 The discrete event system DH is said to be current–state observable if there exists a
positive integer K such that for every k ≥ K and for any unknown initial state q(0) ∈ Q, the state
q(k) can be determined from the output sequence for every possible input and output sequence.
As shown by Ozveren and Willsky in [23], this notion of observability corresponds to requiring all
persistent states of DH to be always–observable. Hence, the following theorem immediately follows
Theorem 4 The DES DH is current–location observable if and only if for every persistent state
q ∈ P of DH:
(C1) all exit transitions of q are observable;
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Figure 2: A DES DH (left), the DES D′H (center) and the observer DO (right).
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Figure 4: A DES DH (left), the DES D′H (center) and the observer DO (right).
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(C2) there exists a singleton state {q} in the observer DO and it is the only persistent state of DO
containing q.
From the previos theorem it follows that DH and DO have the same set of persistent states.
As an example, consider the DES DH depicted on the left hand side of Figure 2. Pair (σ/γ)
associated to each arc denotes the input and output events. The corresponding DES D′H and the
observer DO are depicted in the middle and on the right hand side of Figure 2, respectively. The
persistent states of DH are P = {0, 2, 5}. Since DO has the same set of persistent states, then
condition (C2) holds. However, since there is a transition with unobservable output from 2 to 5,
then condition (C1) fails and the DES DH is not current–state observable. In fact, when DH is in
state 2 and it receives the event d, the corresponding transition to 5 is not detected by the observer
DO.
It is worth noting that a DES DH can be not current–state observable even if all the transitions
produce an observable output. As an example, consider the DES DH depicted on the left hand
side of Figure 3. The corresponding DES D′H and the observer DO are depicted in the middle
and at the right hand side of Figure 3, respectively. All the states of DH are persistent states and
condition (C1) holds. The set of persistent states of the observer DO is {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {3, 4}}.
Since the state 3 and 4 appear in the observer persistent state {3, 4}, which is not a singleton,
then condition (C2) is not verified and the DES DH is not current–state observable. In fact, if
the DES DH starts from location 1 or 2, then it may visit locations 3 and 4 after an arbitrary long
sequence of transitions between locations 1 and 2. When this occurs, the observer DO is not able
to recognize which of the two locations 3 and 4 is entered.
Finally, an example of a current-state observable DES DH is depicted on the left hand side of
Figure 4. The corresponding DES D′H and the observer DO are depicted in the middle and on the
right hand side of Figure 4, respectively. It is readely verified that conditions (C1) and (C2) are
fullfilled.
The notion of current–state observability for DESs induces a similar notion for hybrid systems
as follows:
Definition 5 A living hybrid system with no multiple transitions H as in (2–9) is said to be
current–location observable if the associated nondeterministic DES DH is current–state observable.
3.2 Hybrid observer design
Given a current–location observable living hybrid system with no multiple transitions H as in (2–9),
the proposed observer HO is a hybrid system itself defined as follows.
Location–observer design. The discrete behavior of the hybrid observer HO is defined by the
observer DO for the DES DH associated to the hybrid system. For current-location observable
hybrid systems, by Definitions 3 and 5, there exists a finite K such that q˜(k) = q(k) for any k ≥ K.
The time tK from which the hybrid system location is properly identified corresponds to the time
at which DO enters the set P of persistent states. Moreover, for t > tK , the transitions of the DES
DO are synchronous with the hybrid system transitions.
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Continuous-observer design. The continuous behavior of the hybrid observer, which deter-
mines the evolution of the estimate x˜(t) of the system continuous state x(t), is defined as follows:
1. to each observer location q˜ is associated the continuous dynamics
˙˜x(t) = f˜(q˜, x˜(t), u(t), y(t))
where
f˜ =


0 if q˜ 6∈ P
(Ai −GiCi) x˜(t) +Biu(t) +Giy(t) if q˜ = {qi} ∈ P
(16)
and Ai, Bi, Ci are as in (12–13), and the observer gain matrix Gi ∈ IRn×p is the design
parameter used to set the velocity of convergence in each location q˜ ∈ P .
The function f˜ is such that, for t ≤ tK , i.e. before the hybrid system location has been
identified, the continuous observer state x˜ is locked at its initial value x˜(0). Then, for t ≥ tK
the function f˜ implements a switching Luenberger’s observer (see the survey work [17]). Since
hybrid observer transitions and hybrid system transitions are synchronous, then the dynamic
parameters of the observer switch synchronously with the hybrid system parameters.
2. to each observer transition {qi} → {qj}, with {qi} ∈ P and1qj ∈ Reach(qi), is associated the
reset
x˜(tk) = x˜(t
+
k ) = r˜({qi}, {qj}, x˜(t−k )) = R1ij x˜(t−k ) +R0ij (17)
where tk denotes the observer transition time and R
1
ij , R
0
ij are as in (15).
Due to the synchronization between hybrid observer and hybrid system transitions, the hybrid
observer applies the same reset of the hybrid system at the same time.
The scheme of the proposed hybrid observer is depicted in figure 5
Exponential ultimate boundedness Introducing the observation error ζ = x˜ − x, by (16)
and (12–13), for t ≥ tK we have
ζ˙(t) = (Ai −GiCi) ζ(t)− w(t) (18)
with, by (17) and (15), resets at system switching times tk equal to
ζ(tk) = ζ(t
+
k ) = R
1
ij ζ(t
−
k ). (19)
As pointed out in [2], the stabilization of the hybrid dynamics of the observation error is more
complex than the stabilization of each single dynamics in (16). Sufficient conditions for exponential
convergence of the hybrid observer can be obtained for hybrid systems H that exhibit a minimum
dwell time between location switching. Given a current–location observable living hybrid system
with minimum dwell–time, the next theorem states that exponential ultimate boundedness can
always be achieved:
1Reach(qi) denotes the set of locations reachable in one step from qi, that is Reach(qi) =
{q | q ∈ δ(qi, σ) with σ ∈ ϕ(qi)}.
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Figure 5: The scheme of the hybrid observer for a current-location observable hybrid system.
Theorem 6 Given a current–location observable living hybrid system H, as in (2–9), with mini-
mum dwell–time D and such that all the pairs (Ai, Ci) are observable for every persistent state qi,
then for any rate of convergence µ > 0, there exists a value for the minimum dwell–time D such
that the hybrid observer HO is exponentially ultimately bounded with rate of convergence µ and with
ultimate bound b proportional to W – exponentially convergent in the absence of disturbance.
The proof of the theorem above (see Appendix) is based on the fact that, if each Ai − GiCi has
distinct eigenvalues, then the rate of convergence of the continuous state observation error ζ = x˜−x
is lower bounded by
−α(Ai −GiCi)− max{0, log[r
1
i k(Ai −GiCi)]}
D
,
where r1i = max
qj∈Reach(qi)
‖R1ij‖, and α(A) and k(A) = ‖T‖ ‖T−1‖ denote, respectively, the spectral
abscissa and condition number of the matrix A, with respect to inversion of the matrix T such that
T−1AT is in the Jordan canonical form.
Hence, if
α(Ai −GiCi) + max{0, log[r
1
i k(Ai −GiCi)]}
D
≤ −µ < 0 , (20)
then the rate of convergence µ is achieved. For any rate of convergence µ there always exist matrices
Gi such that (20) is satisfied, provided that the pair (Ai, Ci) is observable and D is large enough.
The previous result is an extension of a popular result by Morse [13] on switching systems
stability to the case of robust stability of hybrid systems with continuous state resets.
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4 Observers for generic hybrid systems
4.1 Recovering current–location observability: the transition detector
The discrete state of a hybrid system H may be correctly identified even if H is not current–location
observable. This may be achieved by processing the continuous inputs and outputs of H to obtain
some additional information for discrete state identification. The system TH that is introduced
to this purpose is called transition detector (see Figure 6). The transition detector processes the
continuous input u(t) and output y(t) of the hybrid systemH and generates some additional discrete
signals γ˜ ∈ Γ˜, referred to as complementary discrete outputs, to be used as extra inputs by the DES
observer. More precisely, by Theorem 4, if the hybrid system is not current–location observable,
then at least one of the conditions (C1) and (C2) fails. When condition (C1) fails, i.e. there
exists one persistent state of DH having an unobservable exit transition, the transition detector has
to detect this transition and produce a corresponding output event s ∈ Γ˜. When condition (C2)
fails, i.e. there exists a persistent non–singleton state of DO containing more than one persistent
state of DH, the transition detector has to distinguish one transition from the others and produce
a corresponding output event s ∈ Γ˜.
The DES obtained from the DES DH associated to H by enriching its outputs with the com-
plementary discrete outputs generated by TH, will be denoted by DˆH and referred to as the com-
plementary DES associated to the composition of the hybrid system H and the transition detector
TH.
Consider for example a hybrid system whose discrete behavior is represented by the DES DH
shown in Figure 2, which is not current–location observable since condition (C1) fails. Assume
that a complementary discrete output, referred to as s5, is produced by the transition detector
when it detects the unobservable transition from location 2 to location 5.
The complementary DES DˆH, shown in Figure 7, can be obtained by adding in the original
DES DH the complementary output s5 to the unobservable transition from location 2 to location
5. As it can be easily checked, the introduction of the complementary output makes the DES DˆH
current–state observable. The observer DˆO obtained applying the synthesis described in Section 3
is shown in Figure 7.
In a similar way, consider a hybrid system whose discrete behavior is represented by the DES
DH shown in Figure 3, which is not current–location observable since condition (C2) fails. Assume
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Figure 8: The DES DˆH (left), the DES Dˆ′H (center) and the observer DˆO (right).
that two complementary discrete outputs, referred to as s3 and s4, are produced by the transition
detector when the transition from location 2 to location 3 and that from location 2 to location 4 are
detected, respectively. The complementary DES DˆH,shown in Figure 8, can be obtained by adding
in the original DES DH the complementary outputs s3 and s4 to the transitions from location 2 to
locations 3 and 4, respectively.
As it can be easily checked, the introduction of the complementary outputs makes the DES DˆH
current–state observable. The observer DˆO is shown in Figure 8.
In Figure 6, the composition of a given not current–location observable hybrid system H with
the transition detector is depicted. If the transition detector TH is such that the complementary
DES DˆH associated to the composition of H and TH is current–state observable, then the hybrid
system is said to be current–location recoverable and the transition detector is referred to as an
admissible one.
We do not discuss in this paper general mehods for the construction of a transition detector
TH that, for example, can be based on failure detection and identification techniques (see [18]
for a tutorial). However, in Section 5 we show how a transition detector TH can be successfully
determined for the the design of a location-observer in an automotive application.
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Consider then a current–location recoverable hybrid system H and an admissible transition
detector TH for H. From the previous definition it follows that if TH generates the complementary
discrete outputs γ˜ synchronously with the corresponding hybrid system transitions, then the ob-
server DˆO is able to identify the current–location of the hybrid system H. Moreover, the observer
DˆO correctly identifies (apart from an initial finite number of transitions) the sequence of hybrid
system locations even when the complementary outputs are generated with some delay with respect
to the corresponding transitions in H provided that TH is able to detect any transition of H for
which a complementary output has to be produced, before the subsequent transition of H takes
place.
4.2 Hybrid observer design
Given a current–location recoverable hybrid system with no multiple transitions H as in (2–9)
assume that
(C) there exists an admissible transition detector TH able to detect any transition of H for which
a complementary output has to be produced, before the subsequent transition of H takes
place.
Then the proposed observer HO is a hybrid system itself defined as follows.
Location–observer design. The discrete behavior of the hybrid observer HO is defined by the
observer DˆO for the DES DˆH associated to the composition of H and TH. For current-location
recoverable hybrid systems, if the transition detector satisfies condition (C), then there exists
a finite K such that q˜(k) = q(k) for any k ≥ K. The time tK from which the hybrid system
location sequence is properly identified corresponds to the time at which DˆH enters the set P of
persistent states. For t > tK , the transitions of the DES DˆH are, in general, not synchronous
with the hybrid system transitions. More in detail, the transition of the DES DˆH associated to a
complementary output null event are synchronous with the corresponding hybrid system transition,
while those associated to a non null complementary output may take place with a delay with respect
to the corresponding hybrid system transition. Nonetheless, for t > tK , the observer DˆO correctly
identifies the sequence of hybrid system location. In fact, let us denote by t′k the time at which
the transition detector generates the complementary output associated to the k–th hybrid system
transition. Since, by assumption, the transition detector satisfies condition (C), then
tk ≤ t′k < tk+1
where tk is the time at which the k–th hybrid system transition takes place. Hence, for t > tK
q˜(t) = q(tk) = q(k) for t
′
k ≤ t < t′k+1
As an example, consider a not current–location observable hybrid systemH whose discrete behavior
is represented by the DES DH shown in Figure 2 and consider the admissible transition detector TH
generating the complementary discrete output s5 when the unobservable transition from location
2 to location 5 is detected (see Figure 7). Assume that the complementary output s5 is generated
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Figure 9: A possible discrete evolution of the hybrid system considered in this Section (upper
figure) and the corresponding evolution of the observer location (lower figure).
with a delay with respect to the unobservable hybrid system transition from location 2 to location
5 but always before the next transition of the hybrid system.
A possible discrete evolution of the hybrid system starting from location 1 and correspond-
ing to the discrete input sequence {c, a, a, d, a, b, d, . . .} is depicted in the upper picture of Fig-
ure 9. The location sequence q(k) is {1, 3, 0, 2, 5, 2, 0, 5, . . .} and the discrete output sequence is
{, α, α, , α, β, δ, . . .}. The input sequence to the observer DˆO (see Figure 7) is then
{(, ), (α, ), (α, ), (, s5), (α, ), (β, ), (δ, ), . . .}
The evolution of the observer location, that is q˜(k), is depicted in the lower picture of Figure 9.
The observer location sequence is {Q, {0, 2}, 2, 5, 2, 0, 5, . . .}. As the figure makes clear, form the
time tK = t3 the hybrid system location sequence is properly identified even if there is a delay
t′4 − t4 in detecting the transition from location 2 to location 5.
The scheme of the proposed hybrid observer is depicted in figure 10.
Continuous-observer design. The continuous behavior of the hybrid observer, which deter-
mines the evolution of the estimate x˜(t) of the system continuous state x(t), is defined as follows:
1. to each observer location q˜ is associated the continuous dynamics
˙˜x(t) = f˜(q˜, x˜(t), u(t), y(t))
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Figure 10: The scheme of the hybrid observer for a current-location recoverable hybrid system.
where
f˜ =


0 if q˜ 6∈ P
(Ai −GiCi) x˜(t) +Biu(t) +Giy(t) if q˜ = {qi} ∈ P
(21)
and Ai, Bi, Ci are as in (12–13), and the observer gain matrix Gi ∈ IRn×p is the design
parameter used to set the velocity of convergence in each location q˜ ∈ P .
The function f˜ is such that, for t ≤ tK , i.e. before the hybrid system location has been iden-
tified, the continuous observer state x˜ is locked at its initial value x˜(0). Then, for t ≥ tK the
function f˜ implements a switching Luenberger’s observer. In this case, since hybrid observer
transitions and hybrid system transitions may be not synchronous, then the dynamic param-
eters of the observer may switch with a delay with respect to the hybrid system parameters.
2. to each observer transition {qi} → {qj}, with {qi} ∈ P and qj ∈ Reach(qi), is associated the
reset
x˜(t′k) = x˜(t
′
k
+
) = r˜({qi}, {qj}, x˜(t′k−)) = R1ij x˜(t′k−) +R0ij (22)
where t′k denotes the observer transition time and R
1
ij , R
0
ij are as in (15).
Due to the possible delay between hybrid observer and hybrid system transitions, the hybrid
observer may apply the same reset of the hybrid system with a delay.
Exponential ultimate boundedness As in Section 3, sufficient conditions for exponential con-
vergence of the hybrid observer can be obtained for hybrid systems H that exhibit a minimum
dwell time between location switching:
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Theorem 7 Given a current–location recoverable living hybrid system H, as in (2–9), with mini-
mum dwell time D and such that all the pairs (Ai, Ci) are observable for every persistent state qi,
and a transition detector TH able to detect within a time ∆ < D any transition of H for which a
complementary output has to be produced, then for any rate of convergence µ > 0, there exists a
value for the minimum dwell–time D such that the hybrid observer HO is exponentially ultimately
bounded with rate of convergence µ.
The proof of the above theorem can be found in Appendix.
5 An application to automotive control
In this section we present some experimental results describing the application of the proposed
hybrid–observer design methodology to an automotive control problem. In more detail, we consider
the problem of on–line identification of the actual engaged gear for a car. The relevance of this
problem is related to engine control strategies achieving high performance and efficient emissions
control which depend critically on the knowledge of the engaged gear. In fact, this information
is necessary in engine torque control to compensate the equivalent inertia of the vehicle on the
crankshaft. Moreover, for Diesel engines, actual gear identification is very important to improve
emissions control since particulate emissions (which consist of soot with some additional absorbed
hydrocarbon materials) are particularly difficult to control with first gear engaged. At present,
in commercial cars, the problem of actual engaged gear identification is solved by comparing the
revolution speed of the wheels with the revolution speed of the crankshaft. However, since both
of them are affected by oscillations due to the elasticity of the transmission shafts and the tires,
then this approach implies large time delays in the identification and may produce significant
identification errors.
The problem is here solved by considering a hybrid model of the driveline in which the engaged
gear and connection clutch state are represented as discrete states. As a consequence, the gear
identification problem reduces to the identification of the current location of the driveline hybrid
model.
The model of the driveline here considered is represented as two main inertias (the crankshaft
and the body vehicle) connected by an elasticity, a gear and a clutch, as depicted in in Figure 11.
Since the gear can have different ratios and the clucth can be in different operating modes (locked,
open or slipping), then the behavior of the driveline is described by a hybrid model H where the
engaged gear and connection clutch state are just represented as discrete states. In more detail,
the model H has 7 locations, i.e.
q ∈ {q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, qR, qN} (23)
where locations qi, for i = 1, . . . , 5, correspond to i–th gear engaged and clutch locked, location qR
models reverse gear engaged and clutch locked, and location qN represents either driveline open
(idle gear and/or clutch open) or clutch slipping. The DES DH describing the discrete dynamics
of H is depicted in Figure 12.
The inputs of the hybrid model are both discrete and continuous. The position of the gear
lever lever ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, R,N} is the discrete input while the connection pressure of the clutch
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plates Pc(t) and the torque generated by the engine Te(t) are the continuous inputs. Moreover, the
torque acting on the wheels Tw(t) is unknown and has to be considered as a continuous time input
disturbance. The continuous state variables are the driveline torsion angle α(t), the crankshaft
revolution speed ωe(t), the clutch revolution speed ωc(t) and the wheel revolution speed ωw(t).
When the clutch is locked then ωe(t) = ωc(t) and the crankshaft transmits to the driveline the
torque
Tc(t) = kiα(t) + bi
(
ωe(t)− ωw(t)
τi
)
where τi is the transmission ratio, and ki and bi are the driveline equivalent elasticity and damping
coefficients for i–th engaged gear, respectively. The clutch remains locked until the transmitted
torque Tc(t) exceeds the static friction capacity, µsPc(t), where µs is the static friction coefficient.
The continuous dynamics in location qi, with i = 1, . . . , 5, and qR, are described by a third order
linear system
x˙(t) = Aix(t) +Bu(t) + Fd(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
where
x(t) =

 α(t)ωe(t)
ωw(t)

 , u(t) = Te(t), d(t) = Tw(t), y =
(
ωe(t)
ωw(t)
)
and
Ai =


0 1 − 1
τi
−ki
je
−be + bi
je
bi
τije
ki
τijw
bi
τijw
−τibw + bi
τijw


, B =


0
1
je
0

 , F =


0
0
− 1
jw

 , C =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
)
where je is the crankshaft inertia, jw is the vehicle equivalent inertia, bw is the driveline equivalent
viscous coefficient and be is the crankshaft viscous coefficient.
The continuous dynamics in location qN , depends on the clutch state (open or slipping) and,
when the clutch is slipping, also on the engaged gear. The input events ai, with i = 1, . . . , 5, aR
and b correspond to internal and exogenous input events. In more detail, the event b is generated
when one of the following conditions holds true:
Pc(t) = 0 ∨ |Tc(t)| > µsPc(t) ∨ lever = N
and the events ai and aR when all the following conditions are verified
ωe(t) = ωc(t) ∧ |Tc(t)| ≤ µsPc(t) ∧ lever = i
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Figure 13: The DES DˆH associated to the composition of the driveline hybrid model H and the
transition detector TH
.
5.1 Location observer design
Since the on–line identification of the actual engaged gear corresponds to the identification of the
current location of the driveline hybrid model H, then the hybrid observer design reduces to the
design of a location–observer for the hybrid system H.
Consider then the hybrid model H and note that since the events causing discrete transitions
are not measurable, it does not provide any discrete output signal. As a consequence the hybrid
model H is not current–location observable. Assume then that there exists a transition detector TH
generating the complementary discrete outputs si, with with i = 1, . . . , 5, sR and sN when it detects
the transitions to location qi, with i = 1, . . . , 5, qR and qN , respectively. The complementary DES
DˆH associated to the composition of the hybrid model H and the transition detector TH is shown
in Figure 13. As it can be easily checked, the introduction of the complementary outputs makes
the DES DˆH current–state observable, that is the hybrid model of the driveline is current–location
recoverable with the proposed transition detector. The observer DˆO for the DES DˆH is depicted in
Figure 14.
Transition detector design Recoverability of the hybrid model of the driveline reduces the
problem of actual engaged gear identification to the design of the proposed transition detector
TH. This device should be able to generate the complementary outputs s1, s2, . . ., s5, sR and
sN by processing the available inputs and outputs of H, that is the measure of the crankshaft
revolution speed ωe(t), the measure of the wheel revolution speed ωw(t) and an estimate T¯e(t) of
the mean–value of the engine torque Te(t). The proposed scheme is depicted in Figure 15.
Each complementary discrete output s1, s2, . . ., s5, sR is generated independently from the
others by using three cascade blocks: a residual generator, a decision function. and a rising edge
detector.
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The i-th residual generator produces a residual signal r˜i(t) converging to zero when the hybrid
system is in location qi. A simple and reliable approach for this purpose is to use a Luenberger
observer, tuned on the continuous time dynamics associated to location qi to be detected:
z˙i(t) = (Ai − LiC)zi(t) +Bu(t) + Liy(t)
r˜i(t) = Czi(t)− y(t)
where Li are design parameters. If the hybrid system is in location qi, then the residual r˜i(t)
converges to zero with rate adjustable by Li. Such residual r˜i(t) is affected by several unknown
disturbances:
• the quantization error and the delay on the measurements of ωe(t) and ωw(t);
• the mismatch between the actual continuous–time and pulsating engine torque u(t) = Te(t)
and the event–based estimate T¯e(t), synchronized with engine strokes, used as input of Lu-
enberger observers;
• the not measurable wheel torque Tw(t) that acts as a continuous–time disturbance.
The effects of the disturbances on the residual signals have been minimized by appropriately tuning
the residuals generators.
The i-th decision function outputs a binary signal ri(t), called signatures so that γ˜ = si at the
rising edge of ri(t). A very simple implementation is:
ri(t) =
{
1 if ‖r˜i(t)‖ ≤ ε
0 if ‖r˜i(t)‖ > ε
where the threshold ε is a design parameter. In order to reduce chattering of the signatures ri(t), a
more sophisticated decision function has been used: it consists of the cascade of a passive–hysteresis
relay and a debouncing algorithm.
Finally, note that location qN , representing either driveline open or clutch slipping, cannot be
detected using the residual approach. This is because:
• the continuous dynamics associated to this location is more sensitive to torque disturbances,
especially during clutch slipping when the clutch plate torque Tc(t) is nonzero;
• the disturbances acting on the continuous dynamics cannot be satisfactorily compensated by
the residual, being only one output, that is the engine speed, available for feedback.
Hence, the signature rN (t) detecting location qN is obtained by negation of the other, i.e.
rN (t) = ¬(r1(t) ∨ r2(t) ∨ r3(t) ∨ r4(t) ∨ r5(t) ∨ rR(t))
5.2 Experimental results
The performance of the proposed observer for actual engaged gear identification was tested with
experimental data obtained in Magneti Marelli Powertrain using an Opel Astra equipped with a
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Diesel engine and a robotized gearbox SeleSpeed. The experimental data collected the measure-
ments of the estimated engine torque T¯e(t), the crankshaft speed ωe(t), and the wheel speed ωw(t)
obtained by the engine control unit installed on the vehicle. The specification given by Magneti
Marelli Powertrain was to achieve correct identification on a set of maneuvers within a delay of
250 msec, using an implementation of the algorithm in discrete–time with a sampling period of
12 msec. The measurements of ωe(t) and ωw(t) were affected by delays, but the algorithm proved
to be robust with respect to this non ideal situation. For the validation of the identification algo-
rithm, the estimated engaged gear was compared to the signal on actual engaged gear provided by
the control unit of the robotized gearbox.
The algorithm was tested on several maneuvers for a total of 250 gear engagements. The
actual engaged gear was successfully identified within a delay of 250 msec in 90% of cases. The
unsuccessful cases have been obtained in very critical maneuvers such as gear engagements during
sharp braking or clutch abrupt releases. In these cases, the residuals exhibit large oscillations that
cause a delay up to 500 msec in the identification. We believe that this delay can be reduced by
using a more sophisticated decision function.
Figure 16 reports the results on actual engaged gear identification for the following maneuver:
initially the car is at rest, clutch open and first gear engaged. After a clutch slipping phase, the
clutch is locked. Later, second gear and then third gear are engaged, passing through idle and
clutch slipping. The first plot of the figure shows the residual r˜N (t) of the idle gear obtained by
using a dynamic residual while the second plot shows the residuals r˜i(t) associated to the gear in
engaged state. As the figure makes clear, the residual r˜N (t) is more affected by noise than the
residuals r˜i(t) and this is due to a larger degree of uncertainty for the friction during idle. This
is the reason why the signature rN (t) detecting location qN has been obtained by negation of the
other signatures.
Figure 17 shows more in detail the transition from second to third gear. The figure clearly
shows that there is a delay in detecting the idle and slipping location. In fact, since the signature
rN (t) is obtained by negation of the others, then the location qN is identified only when the residual
r˜2(t) increases over the high value of the relay threshold. The figure also shows that the location q3
is identified in advance with respect to the actual transition. To understand this situation, notice
that during the slipping phase that precedes each clutch engagement, since the new gear has been
already engaged, the continuous dynamics in location qN tends to that of the entering location
qi as the slipping decreases. Due to this behavior, transitions from qN to qi never cause abrupt
changes in the continuous dynamics. Consequently, the residual norm ‖r˜i(t)‖ gradually decreases
during slipping and approaches the low value of the relay threshold before the driveline hybrid
model enters location qi (see Figure 17). Hence, occasionally the observer is able to identify the
new location qi in advance with respect to the actual transition in the driveline hybrid model.
Finally, the second plot of Figure 17 shows the signal to the input of the debouncing algorithm
produced by the passive-hysteresis relay. Notice that, when the residual r˜3(t) decreases below the
low threshold of the relay, the debouncing algorithm waits a time tdelay and then sets the signature
r3(t) to 1 only if the residual r˜3(t) is still below the threshold.
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Figure 16: Gear identification with experimental data.
6 Conclusions
A methodology for the design of exponentially convergent dynamical observers for hybrid plants
with continuous state resets has been presented. The observer consists of two parts: a location
observer and a continuous observer providing, respectively, estimates of the plant current location
and continuous state. In the design methodology, the interactions between the discrete and the
continuous dynamics in the hybrid plant are leveraged to improve convergence performances using:
• additional information from the evolution of the continuous inputs and outputs to identify
plant’s discrete locations not observable from the discrete inputs and outputs only;
• detection of discrete transitions either to compute the continuous state of the plant at tran-
sition times or to reconstruct input-output unobservable components of the continuous plant
dynamics.
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Figure 17: Transition from second to third gear.
A challenging automotive control problem was addressed with the proposed methodology. The
synthesized observer was tested with actual, not simulated data obtained for an Opel Astra equipped
with a Diesel engine and a robotized gear box. The observer was proven to achieve the performance
as specified by Magneti Marelli, a tier one supplier.
As a final remark, we underline that our results on hybrid observer synthesis can be also applied
to address the design of diagnosis algorithms. In these applications, the hybrid model describing the
behavior of the controlled plant, both in normal operating conditions and partial or full degradation
of components, may be very complex due to the high number of locations and transitions, especially
in the most critical case of multiple sequential faults. Using our approach results in reducing the
diagnosis search space, that is the space of potential models under consideration in each operation
mode.
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Appendix
The following results have been used in the proof of Theorems 6 and 7:
Lemma 8 ([16]) Let A ∈ IRn×n be a matrix with distinct eigenvalues. Then
‖eAt‖ ≤ k(A) eα(A)t ∀t ≥ 0 (24)
If F ∈ IRn×n is another matrix with distinct eigenvalues and α(F ) < α(A) < 0, then
‖I − eAt‖ ≤ k(A)‖A‖t ∀t ≥ 0 (25)
‖eFt − eAt‖ ≤ k(F )k(A)(‖F‖+‖A‖)t ∀t ≥ 0 (26)
Proof of Theorem 6.
Let us introduce the following notation (see [28]): ‖M‖∞ and ‖M‖1 the L∞ and L1–norm of a
matrix M , respectively.
From the hypothesis of current-location observability of the hybrid system H it follows that
there exists a positive integer K such that the current location of the hybrid plant is properly
identified for any k ≥ K. In order to prove exponentially ultimately boundedness of the proposed
hybrid observer HO according to definition 2, we consider the evolution of the observation error
ζ(t) for t ≥ tK .
Consider then two subsequent transitions of the hybrid system H, occurring at times tk−1 and
tk respectively, with tk > tk−1 ≥ tK . Let q˜ = {qi} ∈ P for t ∈ [tk−1, tk) and q˜ = {qj} ∈ P for
t ∈ [tk, tk+1). Let also Fi = Ai −GiCi. From (18) and (19), we have
ζ(t) = eFi(t−tk−1)ζ(tk−1)−
∫ t−tk−1
0
eFi(t−tk−1−τ)w(τ + tk−1)dτ for t ∈ [tk−1, tk)
ζ(tk) = R
1
ijζ(t
−
k )
29
Since by (14)
sup
t≥tk−1
‖
∫ t−tk−1
0
eFi(t−tk−1−τ)w(τ + tk−1)dτ‖ ≤
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
‖w(t)‖∞ ≤
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
W, (27)
then by (24) we have
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ k(Fi) eα(Fi)(t−tk−1) ‖ζ(tk−1)‖+
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
W ∀t ∈ [tk−1, tk) (28)∥∥ζ(t−k )∥∥ ≤ k(Fi) eα(Fi)(tk−tk−1) ‖ζ(tk−1)‖+√n∥∥eFit∥∥1 W
‖ζ(tk)‖ ≤ r1i k(Fi) eα(Fi)(tk−tk−1) ‖ζ(tk−1)‖+ ciW (29)
where ci =
√
n r1i
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
and (29) yields for any {qj} such that qj ∈ Reach(qi).
Moreover, since by the dwell time hypothesis tk − tk−1 ≥ D, then for any rate of convergence µ
and sufficiently large D, there always exist parameters Gi such that
α(Ai −GiCi) + max{0, log[r
1
i k(Ai −GiCi)]}
D
≤ −µ < 0 ,
As a consequence,
r1i k(Fi) e
α(Fi)(tk−tk−1) = elog[ r
1
i k(Fi) ]+α(Fi)(tk−tk−1) ≤ e
[
α(Fi)+
max{0,log[r1i k(Fi)]}
D
]
(tk−tk−1) ≤ e−µ(tk−tk−1)
Hence, from (29),
‖ζ(tk)‖ ≤ e−µ(tk−tk−1) ‖ζ(tk−1)‖+ cW ≤ e−µ(tk−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ cW
k∑
h=K
e−µ(tk−th)
where c = max{qi}∈P {ci }. Finally, since tk − th ≥ (k − h)D and e−µD < 1, then
‖ζ(tk)‖ ≤ e−µ(tk−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ cW
k∑
h=K
e−µ(k−h)D = e−µ(tk−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ cW
1− e−µD (30)
This shows that the value of the norm of the observation error after each transition is upper bounded
by an exponential with rate −µ that converges to the value cW
1−e−µD
. Moreover, substituting the
upper bound (30) for ‖ζ(tk)‖ into (28), we get
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ k(Fi) eα(Fi)(t−tk−1)e−µ(tk−1−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ k(Fi) eα(Fi)(t−tk−1) cW
1− e−µD
+
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
W ≤ k(Fi) e−µ(t−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+
[
k(Fi) c
1− e−µD +
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
]
W
for every t ∈ [tk−1, tk) where q = qi. Finally,
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ max
{qi}∈P
{k(Fi) }e−µ(t−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ max
{qi}∈P
{
k(Fi) c
1− e−µD +
√
n
∥∥eFit∥∥
1
}
W (31)
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for every t ≥ tK and for any switching sequence of plant locations. This proves exponentially
ultimately boundedness of the hybrid observer under the action of the bounded disturbance w(t).
Moreover, in the case of absence of disturbance, the hybrid observer is exponentially convergent as
shown by (31) with W = 0.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let Bx, Bu > 0 such that ‖x(t)‖∞ ≤ Bx and ‖u(t)‖∞ ≤ Bu, so that
‖vji(t)‖∞ ≤ Vji ∀ {qj} ∈ P and qi ∈ Reach(qj)
with Vji=‖ [(Aj −Ai)−Gj(Cj − Ci)] ‖∞Bx + ‖Bj −Bi‖∞Bu.
Consider two subsequent transitions of the hybrid system H, occurring at times tk−1 and tk
respectively.
Let q = qj for t ∈ [tk−1, tk) and q = qi ∈ Reach(qj) for t ∈ [tk, tk+1). By the hypothesis on
dwell time equal to D, tk − tk−1 ≥ D. Moreover, by hypothesis, the transition detector is able
to detect any transition of H for wich a complementary output has to be produced within a time
∆ < D. Let β = D −∆ > 0. Then the location observer identifies the k − 1-th and k + 1-th state
transitions at some times tˆk−1 and tˆk, respectively, with 0 ≤ tˆk−1 − tk−1 ≤ ∆ and 0 ≤ tˆk − tk ≤ ∆.
That is: q˜ = {qj} for t ∈ [tˆk−1, tˆk) and q˜ = {qi} for t ∈ [tˆk, tˆk+1). Furthermore, notice that, by the
hypothesis on the dwell time and on the transition detector, tˆk− tˆk−1 ≥ tk− tˆk−1 ≥ D−∆ = β > 0.
Consider the time interval [tˆk−1, tˆk). The composed hybrid system H ⊗ HO lies on location
(qj , {qj}) for t ∈ [tˆk−1, tk), and location (qi, {qj}) for t ∈ [tk, tˆk). The observation error continuos
dynamics are the following:
{
ζ˙(t) = Fj ζ(t)− w(t) for t ∈ [tˆk−1, tk)
ζ˙(t) = Fj ζ(t) + vji(t)− w(t) for t ∈ [tk, tˆk) (32)
where Fj = Aj −GjCj , while the resets of the observation error are the following:
ζ(tk) = ζ(t
+
k ) = ζ(t
−
k )−R0ji + [I −R1ji] x(t−k ) t = tk (33)
ζ(tˆk) = ζ(tˆ
+
k ) = R
1
ji ζ(tˆ
−
k ) +R
0
ji − [I −R1ji] x(tˆk) t = tˆk (34)
Since in the time interval [tˆk−1, tk) the location observer properly identifies the plant location
qj , then the observation error ζ(t) is subject to an autonomous dynamic that convergences to zero
if the matrix Fj is Hurwitz for some choice of the observer gain Gj .
In particular, for any rate of convergence µ and sufficiently large D, there always exist param-
eters Gj such that
α(Aj −GjCj) +
max{0, log[r1j k(Aj −GjCj)]}
β
≤ −µ < 0 ,
However, due to the mismatch between the plant location and the observer location for t ∈
[tk, tˆk), ζ(t) may fail to converge later due to the injection of the disturbance vji(t) in the evolution
of ζ(t).
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Hence, the convergent behavior for t ∈ [tˆk−1, tk) has to compensate the divergent behavior for
t ∈ [tk, tˆk). By integrating (32), we have
ζ(t) = eFj(t−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)−
∫ t−tˆk−1
0
eFj(t−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ ∀ t ∈ [tˆk−1, tk) (35)
and, by (33),
ζ(tk) = ζ(t
−
k )−R0ji + [I −R1ji]x(t−k )
= eFj(tk−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)−
∫ tk−tˆk−1
0
eFj(tk−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ −R0ji + [I −R1ji]x(t−k )
Hence, by integrating (32), for t ∈ [tk, tˆk) we have
ζ(t) = eFj(t−tk)ζ(tk)−
∫ t−tk
0
eFj(t−tk−τ)w(τ + tk)dτ +
∫ t−tk
0
eFj(t−tk−τ)vji(τ + tk) dτ
= eFj(t−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)−
∫ t−tˆk−1
0
eFj(t−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ − eFj(t−tk)R0ji
+eFj(t−tk)[I −R1ji]x(t−k ) +
∫ t−tk
0
eFj(t−tk−τ)vji(τ + tk) dτ ∀ t ∈ [tk, tˆk) (36)
Finally, by (34)
ζ(tˆk) = R
1
ji ζ(tˆ
−
k ) +R
0
ji − [I −R1ji] eAi(tˆk−tk)x(tk)
−[I −R1ji]
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eAi(tˆk−tk−τ)Biu(τ + tk) dτ − [I −R1ji]
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eAi(tˆk−tk−τ)w(τ + tk)dτ
= R1ji e
Fj(tˆk−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)−R1ji
∫ tˆk−tˆk−1
0
eFj(tˆk−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ
+[ (I − eAi(tˆk−tk))−R1ji (eFj(tˆk−tk) − eAi(tˆk−tk)) ]R0ji
+{ [I −R1ji](eFj(tˆk−tk) − eAi(tˆk−tk))R1ji + [(I − eFj(tˆk−tk))R1ji −R1ji (I − eFj(tˆk−tk))] }x(t−k )
+R1ji
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eFj(tˆk−tk−τ)vji(τ + tk) dτ −R1ji
∫ tˆk−tˆk−1
0
eFj(tˆk−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ
−[I −R1ji]
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eAi(tˆk−tk−τ)Biu(τ + tk) dτ − [I −R1ji]
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eAi(tˆk−tk−τ)w(τ + tk)dτ (37)
Then, an upper bound for the norm of the observation error ‖ζ‖ at each time tˆk is obtained as
follows. Since the observation matrices Fj = Aj − GjCj can be chosen in order to have distinct
eigenvalues, then by (24) we have
‖R1ji eFj(tˆk−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)‖ ≤ r1j k(Fj) eα(Fj)(tˆk−tˆk−1)‖ζ(tˆk−1)‖
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Moreover, since tˆk − tˆk−1 ≥ β, then it follows that
r1j k(Fj) e
α(Fj)(tˆk−tˆk−1) = elog[ r
1
j k(Fj) ]+α(Fj)(tˆk−tˆk−1) ≤ e
[
α(Fj)+
max{0,log[r1j k(Fj)]}
β
]
(tˆk−tˆk−1)
≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆk−1)
Hence,
‖R1ji eFj(tˆk−tˆk−1)ζ(tˆk−1)‖ ≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆk−1)‖ζ(tˆk−1)‖ (38)
By (25–26), terms right multiplied by R0ji and x(t
−
k ) are upper bounded by
[ k(Ai) ‖Ai‖+ k(Ai)k(Fj)(‖Ai‖+ ‖Fj‖) ‖R1ji‖ ] ‖R0ji‖ ∆ = b1ji∆ (39)
[ k(Ai) k(Fj)(‖Ai‖+ ‖Fj‖)‖I −R1ji‖ ‖R1ji‖+ 2k(Fj)‖Fj‖‖R1ji‖ ]Bx∆ = b2jiBx∆ (40)
respectively. Furthermore, for the vji forced term, since tˆk − tk ≤ ∆, then
∥∥∥∥∥R1ji
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eFj(tˆk−tk−τ)vji(τ + tk) dτ
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ‖R1ji‖k(Fj)
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eα(Fj)(tˆk−tk−τ)‖v(τ + tk)‖ dτ
≤ ‖R1ji‖k(Fj) sup
t≥0
‖vji(t)‖
∫ tˆk−tk
0
eα(Fj)τ dτ ≤ ‖R1ji‖
√
nk(Fj)‖vji(t)‖∞ e
α(Fj)(tˆk−tk) − 1
α(Fj)
≤ ‖R1ji‖
√
nk(Fj)Vji∆ = b
3
jiVji∆ (41)
Moreover, as in (27),
∥∥∥∥∥R1ji
∫ tˆk−tˆk−1
0
eFj(tˆk−tˆk−1−τ)w(τ + tˆk−1)dτ
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ‖R1ji‖
√
n‖eFjt‖1W = cijW (42)
Finally, by the same arguments of (41), the u(t) and w(t) forced term are bounded by
‖I −R1ji‖
√
nk(Ai)‖Bi‖Bu∆ = b4jiBu∆ (43)
‖I −R1ji‖
√
nk(Ai)W∆ = djiW∆ (44)
By using (38–44), the norm of the observation error is upper bounded at each observer transition
time tˆk as follows:
‖ζ(tˆk)‖ ≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆk−1)‖ζ(tˆk−1)‖+ [b1ji + b2jiBx + b3jiVji + b4jiBu]∆ + cjiW + djiW∆ (45)
Introduce b = max{qj}∈P maxqi∈Reach(qj)
{
b1ji + b
2
jiBx + b
3
jiVji + b
4
jiBu
}
,
c = max{qj}∈P maxqi∈Reach(qj) {cji}, and d = max{qj}∈P maxqi∈Reach(qj) {dji}.
Since tˆk − tˆk−1 ≥ β and e−µβ < 1, then from (45) we obtain
‖ζ(tˆk)‖ ≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆk−1)‖ζ(tˆk−1)‖+b∆+cW+dW∆ ≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆK)
∥∥ζ(tˆK)∥∥+(b∆+cW+dW∆)
k∑
h=K
e−µ(tˆk−tˆh)
33
≤ e−µ(tˆk−tˆK) ∥∥ζ(tˆK)∥∥+(b∆+cW+dW∆)
k∑
h=−∞
e−µ(k−h)β = e−µ(tˆk−tˆK)
∥∥ζ(tˆK)∥∥+ b∆+ cW + dW∆
1− e−µβ
(46)
The above inequality shows that the value of the norm of the observation error after each location
observer transition is upper bounded by an exponential with rate −µ that converges to the value
b∆+cW+dW∆
1−e−µD
. Substituting the upper bound (46) into (35) and using (27), we have
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ k(Fj) eα(Fj)(t−tˆk−1)e−µ(tˆk−1−tˆK)‖ζ(tˆK)‖+k(Fj) eα(Fj)(t−tˆk−1) b∆+ cW + dW∆
1− e−µβ +
√
n
∥∥eFjt∥∥
1
W
≤ k(Fj) e−µ(t−tˆK)‖ζ(tˆK)‖+ k(Fj)b
1− e−µβ∆+
k(Fj)d
1− e−µβW∆+
(
k(Fj)c
1− e−µβ +
√
n
∥∥eFjt∥∥
1
)
W ∀ t ∈ [tˆk−1, tk)
(47)
Moreover, substituting (46) into (36), we have
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ k(Fj) eα(Fj)(t−tˆk−1)e−µ(tˆk−1−tˆK)‖ζ(tˆK)‖+ k(Fj) eα(Fj)(t−tˆk−1) b∆+ cW + dW∆
1− e−µβ
+
√
n
∥∥eFjt∥∥
1
W + k(Fj) e
α(Fj)(t−tk)
(‖R0ji‖+ ‖I −R1ji‖Bx)+√nk(Fj)Vji∆
≤ k(Fj) e−µ(t−tˆK)‖ζ(tˆK)‖+ k(Fj)
{
b
1− e−µβ +
√
nVji
}
∆+
(
k(Fj)c
1− e−µβ +
√
n
∥∥eFjt∥∥
1
)
W
+
k(Fj)d
1− e−µβW∆+ k(Fj)
(‖R0ji‖+ ‖I −R1ji‖Bx) ∀ t ∈ [tk, tˆk) (48)
An upper bound for the evolution of ζ(t), for t ≥ tˆK and any switching sequence of plant locations,
is now obtained comparing the expressions (47) and (48):
‖ζ(t)‖ ≤ c0 e−µ(t−tK) ‖ζ(tK)‖+ b3∆+ b2W + b1W∆+ b0 (49)
where c0 = max{qj}∈P {k(Fj)},
b3 = max
{qj}∈P
max
qi∈Reach(qj)
{
k(Fj)
(
b
1− e−µβ +
√
nVji
)}
, b2 = max
{qj}∈P
{
k(Fj)c
1− e−µβ +
√
n
∥∥eFjt∥∥
1
}
b1 = max
{qj}∈EO
{
k(Fj)d
1− e−µβ
}
, b0 = max
{qj}∈P
max
qi∈Reach(qj)
{
k(Fj)
(‖R0ji‖+ ‖I −R1ji‖Bx)}
This proves exponentially ultimately boundedness of the hybrid observer to the ultimate bound
b3∆+ b2W + b1W∆+ b0 with rate of convergence µ. By choosing ∆ small enough, the minimum
lower bound b0 + b2W can be approached.
Finally, in the case of absence of disturbances (W = 0) and continuous state resets (i.e. R0ji = 0
and R1ji = I for every {qj} ∈ P and qi ∈ Reach(qj)) any given ultimate bound can be attained by
choosing an appropriate ∆.
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